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It is difficult to think of a term so frequently cited by political circles and with so little basis
in reality  as “the Palestinian state”.  Even more illusory is  the description of this  non-
existent state as “sovereign” and “independent”. These terms appear in Article 2 (III) of
the Saudi-inspired Arab Peace Initiative adopted by the Arab summit of 2002. The text
speaks  of,  “The  establishment  of  a  sovereign  independent  Palestinian  state  on  the
Palestinian territories occupied since June 4, 1967 in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, with
East  Jerusalem  as  its  capital”–surely  a  statement  about  the  triumph  of  hope  over
experience?

There is nothing new in the idea of a Palestinian state as such. It been been taking shape
over  many  decades,  a  remarkable  phenomenon  of  something  avidly  pursued  without
actually happening, despite years of “peacemaking”. Partition of the land of Palestine into
Jewish and Arab states was ushered in by the British mandatory government in the 1937
Peel Commission report as a solution to the conflict between Jews and Arabs at the time.
It  acquired more status with UN General Assembly partition resolution 181, passed in
1947. By 1977, Palestinians (who had always rejected the idea of partition) began their
gradual descent toward its acceptance when the Palestine National Council approved the
establishment of an “independent national state” on any liberated Palestinian land. Not
long  after,  the  1982  Saudi-sponsored  Fez  peace  plan  proposed  the  creation  of  an
independent Palestinian state, following on from a similar Russian proposal in 1981.

But it was the Palestinian Declaration of Independence, passed by the PNC in November
1988 that put the seal on the Palestinian state concept. The state would be established in
the 1967 territories (by implication), with (East) Jerusalem as its capital. The declaration
is  replete  with  references  to  “independence”  and  “sovereignty”.  It  validates  itself  by
reference to the previously-rejected UN partition resolution, which declared the Arab and
Jewish states to be sovereign, although it excluded Jerusalem. For the Palestinians, these
attributes have been essential components of their hoped-for state.

In  later  developments,  from  the  1993  Oslo  accords  to  the  2004  road  map,  this
understanding  of  the  meaning  of  statehood  has  remained  the  same.  The  tortuous
discussions over Jerusalem’s Old City during the 2000 Camp David meeting between Israel
and the PLO under US auspices were centered on the issue of sovereignty at the Haram
Ash-Sharif.  The  absurd  nature  of  the  proposed  arrangements  is  testament  to  the
importance of the concept.

The  current  Palestinian  proposal  to  ask  the  UN  Security  Council  for  recognition  of  a
Palestinian state, which must be independent and sovereign, has revived the debate. The
argument goes that if  the peace negotiations are stalled and the agreed international
position is for a two-state solution, it is logical to give the peace process aiming to achieve
this a shot in the arm. This view has won international attention, which is now focused on
whether it will happen and whether the US will veto such a proposal, or possibly abstain.
There  is  considerable  Israeli  alarm  over  this  turn  of  events,  although  tempered  with
cynicism. As Israel’s  government spokesman,  Mark Regev, pointed out to the BBC on
January 5, the Palestinians made a similar declaration in 1988, recognized by nearly 100
world states, but “where did it get them?” In the same interview, Tony Blair, the Quartets’
usually  blandly-spoken  peace  envoy,  stressed  the  importance  of  the  other  side’s
agreement to the success of any proposal.

Indeed so. Declarations and statements about an independent, sovereign Palestinian state
can be endlessly reiterated, but they are meaningless while they ignore the elephant in
the room. Israel has never agreed to any such formulation of a Palestinian state, and no
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one has ever made it change position. Israel’s current prime minister, for example, though
he accepted the idea of a Palestinian state west of the Jordan River in an unprecedented
speech in June 2009, spoke of “certain attributes of  independence” for  the state,  but
rejected many aspects of sovereignty. It would be demilitarized, he said, and its borders
subject  to  Israeli  control.  No  Israeli  leader  has  ever  gone  beyond  these  conditions,
especially  not  the architect  of  Oslo,  Yitzhak Rabin,  who did not  object  to  Palestinians
displaying the trappings of statehood, but no more.

A piece by Zalman Shoval in the Israeli daily Israel Today on January 2 sums up the Israeli
attitude. Loss of control over the border with the putative Palestinian state would be a
supreme security concern for Israel impossible to relinquish. He cautioned dramatically
against Israel falling into the same perils  that America faces with no control over the
Taliban in Afghanistan or over Iranian influence in Iraq.

Shoval’s  view is  fairly  representative  of  general  Israeli  opinion.  Given that  no  one  is
prepared to end Israel’s hold on Palestinian territory,  even now, there can be no real
sovereignty or independence for any Palestinian entity in no matter what borders. These
worthy attributes may be enshrined in law and justice, but they must be implemented on
the ground. Far better for the Arabs to recognize this and ditch their peace plan, which
Israel has never accepted anyway. They and the Palestinian leadership must face reality.
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